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Bill Would Alter Rules For Hunting Cougars And Bears

By Rob Manning

SALEM, OR 2007-04-10 Environmental and hunting groups clashed in Salem Tuesday over a bill to cut down on the
number of Oregon's cougars and black bears.

State officials say they need help from experienced hunters to keep the animals from killing livestock, and possibly people.

But some ranchers and biologists believe the threat is exaggerated -- and the bill before lawmakers could be
counterproductive. Rob Manning reports from Salem. 

---------------------

The bear and cougar bill would change Ballot Measure 18, which voters approved more than a decade ago.

The initiative prohibited the use of dogs or baiting to kill black bears and cougars. The one exception was for state
employees or agents.

Advocates of changing the initiative say the law wasn't clear about who could be an agent.

Oregon Hunting Association lobbyist Al Elkins says that's the point of House Bill 2971. 

Al Elkins: "So this in effect, does nothing more than enforces the language that's already in the statute."

But environmental groups say that the goal is really to repeal Ballot Measure 18, through innocent-sounding language.
They argue trophy hunters would line up to become agents so they could kill cougars indiscriminately. 

Spencer Lennard directs BigWildlife, based in Williams, Oregon. 

Spencer Lennard: "Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, under extreme pressure from trophy hunting interest and
lobby groups, reverse-engineered a strategy to repeal Measure 18."

State officials and hunters say that's not the case. They say House Bill 2971 would help guide management plans to control
black bear and cougar populations. 

Hunting lobbyist Al Elkins says the plans have three objectives -- none is to simply increase hunting.

Al Elkins: "The focus of both the plans -- the bear plan and the cougar management plan, is public safety first of all, and
then wildlife and livestock. And according to the department, they need these tools to better manage those populations that
are a threat to all three of those areas."

Environmental groups, though, say that there are two big problems with the argument from state officials.

Noah Greenwald is with the Center for Biological Diversity in Portland. He says state officials should not assume that just
because there are more reported cougar sightings, cougar numbers are going up.

Greenwald cites an eastern Washington study, which found the opposite was true. 

Noah Greenwald: "Based on their study, they actually concluded that cougars were declining, in their study area. And this
was in an area, where there were more cougar interactions, and people were saying that there was a cougar 'boom'."

And even if the populations are increasing, environmentalists say that easing rules on hunting is the wrong approach.



Mike Moss runs a goat farm near Jacksonville. He says hunters will take out the bigger, trophy animals, which cause
fewer problems. 

Mike Moss: "By coming in and taking out those bigger animals -- which the trophy hunters will want to take out. You're
left with a vacuum where younger, more inexperienced cougars will come in, and those inexperienced cougars are the
ones more often implicated in livestock, and human conflicts."

Opponents say that the better approach is to look at the human half of the human-cougar conflict, through better land-use
planning, for example.

Many ranchers are eager to loosen up rules on killing cougars -- to protect their livestock.

Organic farmer Tom Powell says he's had neighbors lose sheep and llamas to cougars. He argues against House Bill
2971, but acknowledges there may not be a perfect solution. 

Tom Powell: "That's farming and ranching. You have to accept some losses, and you have to plan for those. But the losses
are relatively few, but if we use wise management practices, we can greatly reduce that."

The bill has only had one public hearing, so it has a long road ahead for passage. 

If it is approved, state officials will still have to decide specifics -- like how many people can be agents, and how many
animals they're allowed to kill. 
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